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Subject: TRA Newsy Letter

From: James Troy (jtroy@troysig.com)

To: @;

Date: Saturday, August 12, 2017 11:36 PM

☞HSV TRANEWSSence ☚  💃
& SEMI-INTERESTING FEATURES☝
↩❦↴
☑ Luncheons and Luncheonettes  2d Tuesday @ Chili's 4th Tuesdays @ O'Charley's 
 both on University in Huntsville, AL at 11:30 
 
☑ Sick LIst  
 John Southern with very serious health issues tries to attend luncheons as he can which (and
who) he highly regards. John may have surgery in September if possible, to install an internal heart
defibrillator device. 
 Libby Jarvinen has had a very bad time of it and continues trying to recover at home and with
therapy, I recieved so many inquiries  and just obtained the up-to-date from she herself. 

Early June, found to have (not from any fall or accident) broken vertebrae: surgery installed pins.
More pain, 2 wks later CAT scan showing pins coming out, replaced with another surgery July 4.
This Monday will have another CAT scan hoping for good news .    From these surgeries she was
released to "skilled nursing facilities" finding Redstone Village lacking of two. At one, blood clots
developed, went to HSV Hospital four days,  and she now requires oxygen (O2) 24-7. This situation is
improving and  she hopes to reduce the hours of  this aid soon. 

 
Think get-wells for Libby we hope to see you back soon.    I'll provide updates as I can.

☑  News 

 Alabama Special Election THIS Tuesday I suggest you study up and vote for our U.S. senator
to replace Jeff Session.  Actually Luther Strange was appointed to replace him however with a short
fuse election to occur Tuesday.  Some choices:
- Luther Strange-R  is currently our appointed Alabama senator Trump's choice says Pat Boone on
a call I accidentally answered.
- Mo Brooks Huntsville's congressman-R put his foot down on heath care or in it
- Roy Moore-R  wants to be your minister.
- Democrat Doug Jones is recommended by former Vice President Biden.  Stand up there Doug, oh
you are.
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- Democratic candidate Robert Kennedy Jr. (no relation) is a non-politician citizen with attractive
attributes. 
 Perhaps several hundred more are running.  If anyone wishes to opine to the group I shall be
happy to forward your idea and maybe counter them to keep it even. Always remember to vote early
and often.

 Know your little islands.   Guam in the news now, being threatened by North Korea for some
reason, I notice is about the size in population and area, of Huntsville (slightly smaller, also with
just under 200,000 people.  Huntsville is amid a much larger contiguous urban area of about one
half million people the second largest in Alabama.  

Guam was claimed from its natives first by Spain annexed in 1668 having first been discovered to
Europeans by Magellan sailing for Spain in 1521.  Spain and the United States went to war in 1898,
the U.S. won and transferred most of Spain's Pacific and North American territories to itself
including  Guam.   Their governor is Eddie Baza Calvo, and their president is Donald Trump.  
 Same name as ours.  Go figure.    Guam is primary a US  military base and refueling airport but
 also a rather pleasant place with nice malls. 

Guam was occupied three years by the Japanese during WWII causing the deaths of 5-10% of
Guam's population by torture etc. Guam was liberated by the US against a force determined to fight
to the end, resulting with the death of 18,000 Japanese soldiers. 

North Korea warned on August 7,  specifically that it may launch missiles to hit within 18-24 miles
of Guam apparently their leader having major mental delusions but not unlike Hitler, Stalin and
others. This would surely ignite a quick hot war with the US.  

I resided in S.Korea in 1960-61, and daily listened to N.Korea's radio broadcasts of terrible
statements (American fascist pig dogs etc) 16 miles north of me. It's impossible to understand such
a national mania.   Korea was controlled by the Empire of Japan from the 1890's  formerly annexed
 from 1910 to 1945 occupying Korea with great brutality for all those decades.  Today the "Korean
war" enjoys  today only a "temporary"  Cease Fire status there has been no real settlement.  If the
present NK government is eliminated likely China would then annex NK in my view.  It couldn't be
worse I suppose. 

Some years ago NK participated with Cuba in the attack of the UK protectorate-but=-ignored
Caribbean island nation of  Grenada which was countered by a successful surprise defense from US
Marines under R. Reagan. 

 Plans can change, this week  Mr. Kim says their Army is on full alert now planning to invade
the US mainland not just Guam, stay tuned.  Why not Pearl Harbor always a fall favorite?  Better
still, Acapulco or Hong Kong.  He needs a travel agent. I vote for Chicago. 

☑  Questioning Authority  
 - What happens if someone gets "scared half to death,"   twice? 
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 -  If you go to an Air and Space Museum is there really anything to see?
 - Make the little things count,  teach midgets math.
 - Most sedans have internal combustion engines, but what makes a van gogh?
 - Are you so old, you remember when rainbows were in black and white
 - Don't you hate the most, indian givers?  wait I take that back.
 - Isn't it pathetic that only one company makes the game of Monopoly?
 - Have you ever set up a humidifier and a dehumidifier in the same room? It's similar to
congress.
 - Why on TV does a person helping another come to, ask them, "How many fingers do I have?"
 Wouldn't this be well known all along?
 - How many fingers do I have?  If you guessed twelve….
 - That time a girl called me "come on over no one is home."  so I went over and no one was
home.
 - I went to a fight the other day and a hockey game broke out.     I get no respect
 - When I was a kid I played in the sand box and the cat covered me up
 


